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President Ed Tyler 

The Rotarians of Amateur Radio have gone thru the past year facing 

the Pandemic challenges and the challenges of communicating with 
very weak radio propagation.  As a Rotary Fellowship we face the same 
challenges as RI with a graying membership.  As ROAR President, I 
have been forced to ask the question, �What service does the ROAR 

Fellowship provide to its members?�   All ROAR members have equal 
standing in the Fellowship but, their privileges as amateur radio opera-
tors depends on their license class and home country regulations.  We 
have not provided equally for our membership. 

The pandemic and propagation challenges posed a communication 
problem for the fellowship which is more complicated because of       

language and time zone differences.  Prior to the emergence of 
COVID19, due to poor radio propagation, efforts were being made to 
use Internet based video service of  Zoom, to enhance the Fellowship�s 
ability to communicate.  Those efforts evolved into using Zoom for a 

weekly meeting that is open to all members of the fellowship.   

It has been well recognized that not all ROAR members have access to 
the dominant HF bands for long distance communications.  The access 
restrictions can come from licensing or antenna restrictions imposed by 
housing arrangements.  Only a ham radio operator would call most HF 

antenna structures beautiful.  To fill the HF void, starting in about 
2015, efforts were initiated to interconnect some amateur radio facili-
ties with internet, providing a new method of communications between 
ROAR members.  That service connects VHF/UHF radios that have a 
relatively short range to communicate using internet connected re-

sources.  This allows digital radios that are limited in range to be used 
for world wide communications.   

The Digital Radio interconnections and Zoom based weekly meetings 
have supported and expanded the communication ability of our mem-
bers.  The participation in zoom meetings has expand from a single 

meeting per week emanating from the US and serving all members to 
include regional Zoom meetings that provide service to members in all 
areas served by the ROAR Fellowship 

The use of internet based resources to provide real-time communica-

tions has provided a platform to share a variety of information with our 
members.  One of the most important aspects of these meetings is the 
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Special Event          

Activation 

This year is the 100 Year     

anniversary of the Royal      

Australian Air Force ( RAAF). 

From March to August  the 

Special Event sta on VK100AF 

is ac ve on all bands and all 

modes. 

VI100AF was ac ve from 

March 1st to June 29 2021. 

There are some great pictures 

and videos on QRZ.com as 

well. 

Bill VK4ZD & Diane VK4DI have 

been ac ve with both  

callsigns , mostly on SSB but 

also on FT8 .   

About 47 operators have 

shared the load on a rostered 

basis and the results have been 

excellent.. 

The RAAF has sponsored the 

QLS cards and they are well 

worth collec ng. 

 

 

ANZO & EU Zoom -  From Nicholas  

G4HCK 

Tuesday 28
th
 ROAR Zoom meeting. 

Today (28
th
 June) we had our ROAR (Rotarians of Amateur Radio) zoom 

meeting. The airwaves have not been kind to DX communication recently so 

to see members via Zoom was a bonus.  

The meeting is held monthly on the last Tuesday of each month at 07.30 

GMT.  This month 12 amateurs attended. These included amateurs from New 

Zealand, Australia, France, and the UK.  The gathering started by each     

attendee giving a short bio of themselves and what they had established in 

the past (well what was legal and could be told).  

Following this the conversation looked at what ROAR could do to promote 

Rotary International via publicising both over the airwaves and editorial    

articles activities that clubs have been involved in such as eradication of    

Polio, shelter boxes and supporting other activities such as running special 

event radio stations. The suggestion under review is to have a Rotary day 

(week) on the air just to promote Rotary and how it supports both local and 

international events. It was agreed although Rotarians understood what   

occurred, those outside the Rotary family may not, so the idea was to try and 

get the message out so as many people as possible would know what the 

ultimate goal of Rotary International is. 

It was agreed the incoming President (HRH: his ROAR highness) Vernon 

G0EGW) would investigate the Rotary on Air event. A date towards the end 

of the year is being considered when it is hoped the bands would be in better 

shape as we move into the new sunspot cycle. 2 

ability to strengthen the social interaction of our members.  Simply put, it has put the 
Fellowship back into our Fellowship!  The nature of the subjects discussed during the 
meetings ranges from general topics such as member�s health and welfare, local Rotary 

Club activities, to radio and internet based technical subjects, the organization of ad-
hoc meetings for our members. 

The impact of the cancellation of two International Conventions has forced the Rotary      
Fellowship for Rotarians of Amateur Radio to adapt.  Our only source of income has 
been dues paid by our members.  The majority of those dues and the enrolment of new 

members has come during the annual RI Conventions.  We currently have approxi-
mately 350 members world wide.  That number is given as an approximation because 
we are not able to  accurately determine how many of our valued members have 
passed away during any given time period.  Historically, we loose track of members 

that are dues paid when they move into homes, apartments, or assisted living facilities 
that do not allow them to operate their amateur radio equipment.  Each year a number 
of these members pass away, in ham radio speak, become �Silent Keys.�  It has been 
long   recognized that many pass away without notice or recognition by the Fellowship. 

The expansion of internet based communications resources enhances our ability and 
opportunity to stay in touch with our most Senior members and provides them an   

opportunity to remain connected to the Rotary and Amateur Radio Community.  In our 
evolving world the expanded use of technology presents our Amateur Radio Communi-
ty, which is known for its early adoption of new technology, a new means to strengthen 
our fellowship.  The new technology offers us a platform to share information about our 

fellowship with our members and other interested parties.  

This report is the last that I will prepare as the President of the Rotarians of Amateur 

Radio.  It has been a challenge and a pleasure to serve one of the most amazing group 
of people that I have ever worked with.  They are accomplished professionally, they 
are leaders in the home Rotary Clubs, and more importantly some of the most wonder-

fully kind people I have ever known!   

Thanks for the opportunity to serve,  

Ed - N4EDT 

Soon to be Past - President 
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ANZO-EU cont�d 

The next ROAR event is planned for 27
th
 July and any Rotarian who is 

interested in radio/electronics is welcome to join in.                       

For joining information contact VK2MCB nearer the date. 

Above are the Rotarians who took part in the June event.  

3 

ROAR Member creates new Satellite Club 

in France - from Jean-Pierre F1CFA 

Publicity 

Dr John Moriarty, ZL2JPM  

wrote a short article on ROAR 

which was featured in the 

ANZO  Rotary Downunder 

magazine for Fellowships 

month. 

Rotary Africa also featured 

an article on ROAR written by  

the secretary of the Rotary e-

Club of South Africa One 

( Bill VK4ZD & Diane VK4DI 

are members). 

 

Rotary in ANZO & South Afri-

ca also both celebrate 100 

Years in each region this 

year. 

 

Congratulations to Serge COUSIN ( F1BFL ) for having initiated a 
brand new Rotary Club in his country.  

For that reason he was not following the ROAR activity during the last 
weeks. 

Hello dear friends 

Very happy for this first contact with the ROAR group. 

The Club that I have just created is a satellite Club whose name is: 
Rotary Club satellite de Roubaix-Hem. 

Looking forward to meeting you again 

Serge 

F1BFL 
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KiwiSat Background 

HOW KiwiSAT STARTED. 
As a relative newcomer 
to AMSAT-ZL, I don�t 
pretend to know the full 

story.  The rules of the 
group are dated 1997, 
and Hibiscus Coast Radio 
Society (Branch 80) was 

a Foundation Member of 
AMSAT-ZL with          
Certificate No 143.   
Those early members 
must have had a dream 

of putting a New Zealand 
satellite into orbit - and 
construction com-
menced.                    

The prime constructor 
was Branch 80 member - 
Fred Kennedy ZL1BYP.  
The 2013 AMSAT-ZL re-

port from Terry Carrell, 
ZL3QL stated             
�Our KiwiSAT unit is 
complete to flight-ready 

status.  All problems that 
have arisen have been 
investigated.               
All aberrations have 

been identified and recti-
fied by the team.  Regis-
tration of KiwiSAT at ITU 
has run its course and 
we are now at Notifica-

tion Stage.� - - - �Your 
KiwiSAT team is in dis-
cussion with two pro-
spective launch agen-

cies.� 

Rejuvena ng the KiwiSAT Project  _ Courtesy NZART 
Break-in Magazine 
MORE RECENT HAPPENINGS 
KiwiSAT was hoped to be launched in the early 2010s, as a free pay-
load on one of the American rockets, and with support from various 

international groups.  But the USA Government had, in 1976, passed 
a regulation called ITAR (International Traffic in Arms Regulations) 
which rapidly came to the fore following the 9/11 attacks. ITAR effec-
tively classified all satellites as weapons. All international assistance 

dried up, so AMSAT-ZL had to investigate alternatives.  
The AMSAT-ZL AGMs in the following few years reported attempts to 
secure a launch with DNEPR (Germany), Long March (China) and 
Rocket Lab (NZ).  

These launch negotiations failed. The AMSAT-ZL team was starting to 
feel somewhat disheartened, so an appeal �Are You Up For Space?� 
was published in INFOLINE 365 in 2017.  This was seeking fresh 
blood into the project. At the 2018 AMSAT-ZL AGM notice was given 

that if no-one wished to step up, AMSAT-ZL would be wound up, and 
the 2019 AGM was presented with the resignation of most of the 
committee, and a motion to dissolve the group. 
Some members at the 2019 AGM didn�t want to see this happen, and 
a new committee was elected from the floor by those present.  This 

new committee started enthusiastically, but when the pandemic hit in 
2020, activity seemed to dry up. There were no follow-up AGMs at 
either the 2019 or the 2020 NZART Conferences. 
 

THE �KIWISAT GROUPS� 
AMSAT-ZL may have become inactive, but there were still some Ki-
wiSAT supporters.  An informal meeting was advertised at the 2021 
NZART venue in Napier, and 13 amateurs attended (at very short 

notice). In parallel with that meeting, some 40 people registered for 
the �Keep me Informed� group, 10 of whom were willing to be a core 
support group.  
The KiwiSAT meeting was presented with a project plan which would 

enable KiwiSAT to be launched in 2026 � to mark the 100
th
 anniver-

sary of the founding of NZART.  But the meeting set two conditions: 

 If KiwiSAT was to be launched, we would need to raise some-

thing like a million dollars.  If anyone was going to provide this 
funding, they would need to be convinced of its worth, so a Value 

Proposition would need to be produced, and 

 Various constitutional issues surrounding AMSAT-ZL would need 

to be addressed and an AMSAT-ZL AGM would have to be called, 
complete with definitive elections.  

These conditions had to be substantially achieved by the time of the 

2022 NZART conference. 
 
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 
During the first month of the informal KiwiSAT Core Group�s exist-

ence, what have we achieved? 
� A series of seven questions covering both technical and administra-
tive matters have been sent out to the Core Group, and the respons-
es      received back have been documented.   

 Two Information Broadcasts emails have been sent to the �Keep 

me Informed� group.  These covered the meeting notes from the Na-
pier meeting, and the documented questions and answers from the 
Core group. 
� In the coming months we will be evaluating the questions and an-

swers, researching further issues, and commencing documentation of 
the �Values Proposition�.  We will also be evaluating the draft Launch 
Project Timetable that was tabled at the KiwiSAT meeting on 6 June 
2021 

  
 

Douglas Birt 
zl1bfs@nzart.org.nz 
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Douglas Birt 
zl1bfs@nzart.org.nz 

Interim Project Co-ordinator. 
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Rationale. 

For a good many of us, the days 

of having and maintaining a via-

ble set of wire antennas for our 

HF activities are numbered. In-

creasing urban densities result in 

restrictions over what can or 

cannot be placed in our back-

yards � even supposing you 

might still have one if you need-

ed to move from the family 

home, with the lawn and garden, 

to an apartment or residential 

estate. In ANZO, our local VP 

(Phil VK2MCB) moved into town, 

lost the space for his cubical 

quad  and now eyes nearby hills 

for the opportunity � and weath-

er � to deploy his portable HF 

station. He does, however, have 

a DSTAR hotspot and hosts the 

ANZO digital net. 

Even if none of this applies to 

you, the ability to have a lower 

profile antenna or to be able to 

quickly and unobtrusively erect 

an effective portable antenna is 

well worth consideration. I�ve 5 

President Elect Vernon Readhead �G0EGW 

Fun with Magnetic Loops  

Dr J P Moriarty (ZL2JPM) IPP ROAR. 

Vernon�s �Pretty Pills� have 

worked. We now have a very 

young and enthusiastic       

President.  

 

Where do we start? I suppose at the beginning. I was born on the 2nd of May 1946 in a village called  Carl-

ton near Saxmundham in the county of Suffolk UK and went to local Schools in Saxmundham to the age 15, 

then left school and started work with an Electrical Apprenticeship with a local firm, G A Hubbard Ltd. Again 

in Saxmundham at the age of 22 I started working for myself as an electrical contractor and carried on until 

I was 65, when I was supposed to retire but most of my customers had become friends and they will not let 

me retire. 

 

At the age 20 I joined Round Table of Saxmundham until I was 41 (one cannot be a member after you are 

40) and they kicked me out so I joined the 41 club and still a member. 

In March 1980 Brenda and I got married (AKA the Station Manager), we have no children just two cats. 

 

Ten years ago I was invited to join the Rotary Club of Framlingham, it was the first meeting of the new club 

so Brenda and I were part of the founding members and the club has grown from strength to  strength, 

maybe not in members but with our actions in the community and internationally. Three years ago we were 

presented with a Paul Harris Fellowship each for our joint work between Framlingham and Saxmundham. 

This was for all the work we had put into fundraising events and it was indeed a great honour to receive 

this award. 

 

My interest in Amateur Radio started at the age of 10 with a 2nd world war German Tank Radio as a Christ-

mas present and I had a great deal of pleasure listening to ship to shore radio and old men talking about 

the weather and their ailments (now I have become one of those old men) then in later years I turned to 

CB Radio as (Sparky). A few years passed and I joined a local Radio Club and one of the older members 

looked over his half rimmed glasses (Alan G3MYA) and said �you are one of those CB people� but they let 

me in and helped me to pass the radio exam in 1983 and I became G1EGW and then after the CW test got 

my full licence as G0EGW. 

 

About four years ago I happened to find some amateurs on 80m and they were also Rotarians and I was  

quickly press ganged into R.O.A.R and it was not long before I met some great Rotarians all-over the 

World. I was again press ganged into becoming R.O.A.R President. At the time thought it was just the UK 

but later to find out it was International President!! 

Other hobbies include Model Engineering I am building 1 ½" scale 060 saddle tank locomotive, Vintage 

cars, model plane flying and flying full size. 

The down side for me is that I am dyslexic, which does make life a bit of a challenge, so please bear with 

me I will do my best,  

God Bless  

Yours In Rotary 

Vernon G0EGW 

 

Editor�s Note: Vernon always tells the ANZO-Eu net he has to take his �Pretty 

Pills�  The results can be seen here and are amazing! 
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Fun with Magnetic Loops Cont�d 

 

�invested� in 9m poles, strung out half-wave dipoles and verticals in an attempt to retain HF 

functionality on the road. Mostly, this baggage has accompanied me on 

my travels as the number of places where such equipment could have 

been deployed were few indeed. Commercial accommodation was out, and 

nobody likes to take over the backyard of a friend unless they are also as 

interested as you are (in which case, just use their rig!).  

These scenarios favour the magnetic loop antenna (MLA). For a fixed    

design, the MLA can be as efficient as its dipole alternative, and for a  

portable design, although less efficient on transmit, it is very effective on 

receive and is small enough to fit in a slim carry-bag. 

The following pictures put things in perspective. In the first figure, there is 

a 2m diameter loop constructed by fellow radio-club member Bernard 

(ZL2BD) and in the second, the portable, table-top 1m loop on its auto-

tuner - constructed by the author. Both antennas are designed for the 

40m band but the smaller loop may be tuned, using achievable values of 

capacitance, from about 3.5 MHz to 28 MHz. In practice, much better    

outcomes arise from a loop optimised for a particular band. 

 

So, raid your shacks (or those of your friends) for lengths of Heliax, RG213 or even old 75ohm RG6 as 

these materials can be used to construct a loop. If you have lots of ½� copper tube, you can also make 

an excellent full-sized hexagonal or octagonal loop using brazing Tee joiners. It does not have to be 

circular. 
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Fun with Magnetic Loops Cont�d 

 

Loop Basics. 

An MLA is an extremely simple device. It is an LC tuned circuit with the variable capacitor situated op-

posite an inductive feeder which, in this diagram, is a Faraday Loop made of the same material as the 

main loop (COAX or Copper tube). The lower the resistance of the loop, the higher the Q factor and the 

greater the efficiency of this antenna. If you come across a military specification loop, you may even 

find that it is silver plated. Low R is essential! Matching the antenna to the transceiver is achieved by 

tuning the capacitor until the SWR is minimised. In practice, expect an SWR to be in the range 1.05 to 

1.2. Although match quality is generally outstanding, the bandwidth is quite small. At resonance, ex-

pect the bandwidth to be a few KHz. No trouble for single frequency SSB transmissions, but a contester 

would probably not be satisfied, as any frequency change needs a re-tune. I�m not a contester, but the 

thought of an antenna needing to be manually tuned evokes the same response. This was the motiva-

tor for my design of an automatic tuner for my MLA.  

A few other issues should be mentioned. At resonance, MLAs must contend with extremely high voltag-

es and currents � even at low power levels. Imagine an inductor with a series resistance of 0.001Ω and 

a capacitor with series resistance of 10 MΩ. Suppose the power is 10watts. At resonance, the inductive 

and capacitive reactance cancel each other out and the current flowing in the outer loop is, in this ex-

ample, 100 Amps. Looking at it another way, the potential across the capacitor is 10KV! In practice, 

these heady figures will be somewhat lower, but the message is clear, high-voltage capacitors and low 

resistance loop tubing are necessary rather than optional.   

The last issue is tuning sensitivity to capacitance. A few pF can move the resonant frequency by many 

KHz. Gear-reduction tuning is essential or you might easily skip over the frequency you seek. If 13mm 

tubing is used, variable capacitors for the 40m band are likely to range between 30pF and 120pF. 

Thicker tubing - say 1�, requires a variable capacitor to range between 45pF and 150pF.  For a portable 

1m loop operating on 40m at 20W or less, these issues are hardly constraining, but pouring 100 W or 

1KW into a loop requires very careful attention to construction details and very high voltage capacitors. 

Remote tuning is also essential at these higher powers � you don�t want to be �blown away� for the 

wrong reason. 

Loop Measurements. 

A Vector Network Analyser is a great instrument for diagnosing and tuning the MLA.  
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Fun with Magnetic Loops Cont�d 

 

The characteristics of the author�s portable loop on the 40m Band are shown in the picture on the pre-

vious page. 

 

The Yellow trace plots the SWR at the desired frequency of 7.114 MHz. The red line plots the return 

loss � to assist with an estimation of the Q. The effective bandwidth (SWR<2) of this loop is about 

16KHz. The Q factor is defined as the ratio of Reactance to Resistance, or the centre frequency divided 

by the bandwidth at the 3dB points � in this case, estimated at well over 1000 Yes, I�ve managed to 

waste a few 120pF capacitors with 10W power and have been relying on charity to get old-fashioned 

mica replacements from my friends - who still have some of them left.  

 

Does it work? 

As with wire antennas, the loop is directional, but in the vertical plane, rather than, as with dipoles, the 

horizontal plane. This makes rotation a simple affair. The difference experienced between these two 

orientations is about 2 S-points. The other feature is that the reduced bandwidth of the loop helps to 

reject broader-spectrum noise � so receive quality improves � also by a few S-points. What is there not 

to like about that?   

Perhaps the highlight of my own experience was during tests on IFROAR�s 20m ANZO net. Stationed in 

the middle of NZ�s South Island, I worked (45) Douglas (ZL1BFS) at the top of the North Island 

(1,000kms), exchanged signal levels (31) with Peter (VK3KCD) in Victoria, Australia and (54) with Bill 

(VK4ZD) in Brisbane, Australia (> 2,500 kms). Pleasingly, I also clearly copied (42) Vernon (G0EGW) in 

the UK, but due to a mistake, had the loop pointing the wrong way and he was unable to copy me! All 

this from the IC-705 on 10W. In this case, the loop was sitting on a picnic table in the backyard of a 

holiday-house (elevation 1,100ft or 338m) � with a nearby 2,000 ft hill on the short path (to Australia) 

and no obstruction on the long-path (to UK).  

However good the MLA might be for DX, it is not so good if NVIS is to be relied upon. The MLA�s take-

off angle is low, and unless QSOs are �quite local�, you may find that outside a radius of, perhaps, 

50Kms it is not as good as alternatives. 

 

Tuning Issues. 

There are numerous examples of MLAs being tuned via wired controllers � such as a small DC motor 

that rotates the variable capacitor whilst the operator listens for heightened receive volume and then 

fine-tunes further using low power TX. Once on frequency, the MLA is generally stable and does not 

need constant adjustment � that is, until you QSY. It is one thing to run coax to the antenna, but the 

necessity for other cables to control tuning invites the question, why? There are also many wire anten-

na tuners that can tune quickly and successfully with only 13.8v and the RF � the SGC series spring to 

mind.  

The concept of an automatic MLA tuner is straightforward: sense the presence of RF, monitor the re-

flected power (voltage) from the antenna, and keep adjusting the capacitor until there is no reflected 

power. Capacitors can be rotated by stepper motors or servos under instruction from a microprocessor 

(the familiar Arduino Nano � for example), which can also measure suitably rectified and filtered RF in 

both forward and reverse directions � using a bridge � just like the cross-needle SWR meters do. 

A bit of computer code that instructs the microprocessor to do these things should result in �hands-off� 

tuning.  

Like all simple concepts, the devil lies in the detail. Whilst I�m happy that my �bit of computer code� 

actually works, it still needs a bit more sophistication to speed up the tuning process and to make sure 

that any initial estimates of the correct capacitor position are monitored to keep the SWR at the opti-

mum point. 

Placement of a microprocessor in a box shared with strong magnetic and electric fields from the loop 

and potential induction from the SWR bridge called for copper foil shielding and the use of a transform-

er to eliminate common-mode noise from the sense lines.    

 Cont�d next page 
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The photo of the working prototype shows the tuner locked (on 7.114 MHz), with indicated SWR of 1, capacitor angle 

132 degrees. When RF is present, the forward and reverse voltages from the SWR bridge are also displayed � more for 

diagnostic reasons than anything else. If the SWR increases beyond 1.9, the tuner seeks a new tuning point and locks 

onto that. At present, it can take about 5 seconds to tune, but a better search technique might improve this. 

As with most of my amateur radio projects, the thrill of the chase can get in the way of reliability. I�m committed to us-

ing the MLA in portable applications with my IC-705 and in this case, reliability is essential. 

In summary, the MLA is a very worthy alternative to the space-hungry wire antennas that most of us have. They are 

probably as easy to make as a good wire antenna and in most cases would escape the visual amenity restrictions that 

exist in many jurisdictions. For portable operation, the ability to collapse the antenna into a small carry-bag that weighs 

only a few pounds (<2 Kg) is very compelling � especially so since assembly-time is measured in minutes. An auto-tuner 

adds useful panache, leaving the operator to enjoy the band. 

 

73�s from John (ZL2JPM) 

Well, it�s been a trying time for all over the past 18 months with the Pandemic.  We must be thankful that we 

have a hobby that has enabled us to keep in touch with friends; if only the Sun had been more forgiving. 

 

Still, many of us in the ANZO region have maintained contact and shared views throughout.  While HF condi-

tions have been poor in some directions over the year, they have been acceptable elsewhere.  Those of us in 

VK and ZL have traditionally held nets with Europe which has not proven reliable, to put it mildly. But, we are 

seeing a slow improvement in conditions and from time to time, reasonable contacts are being made, but, if 

truth be told, mainly by those of us with big stations and big antennas, which, regrettably excludes me. I am 

now relegated to portable and mobile operations, a direct result of downsizing. 

Digital and internet-based comms has proven a lifesaver for many of us who value keeping in contact. Our 

ANZO net has developed a Digital Net which connects about six regulars and with the Peanut app on Android 

and PC has allowed those without a digital radio to join.   

 

The big communications story of the pandemic has been the rise of Zoom communications.  It has been the 

lifesaver for Rotary International which, in the absence of Zoom, the majority of clubs would have ceased to 

meet in any form during the lockdowns which occurred in most countries. Also, Governments, and businesses 

both large and small continued to operate through Zoom and other digital communications applications. While 

digital internet communications do not appeal to many hams, it is still a complex field that requires detailed 

understanding of electronics, computer technology and money � everything in Ham Radio comes with a cost. 

 

Finally we must all be very grateful for the scientists in the biomedical field who have done the seemingly im-

possible task of developing effective vaccines in a very short space of time.  Our hope is that the vaccine role 

out proves just as successful.  Many countries are still in very dire straits.  Our thoughts are with them. 

My very best wishes to all in the ROAR family.  I hope that the coming year is more positive for all of us and 

that the Sun Spots increase rapidly. 

 

Yours in Rotary Service and 73, 

Phil Byrne VK2MCB 

ANZO VP 

July 2021 

ANZO - Report 

Mag Loop Cont�d 
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The net assets for ROAR at the end of June 30, 2020 were      

$17,200.07 

 

Dues income after banking fees was $2,884.03 

Expenses for 7-1-2020 to 6-30-2021       $2,814.15 

Net assets for ROAR as of 7-1-2021      $17,269.95 

Lapel pins and postage to ship $1,372.58 

Support payment for VHF/UHF digital bridge  $724.75  

Remaining misc expenses, postage zoom accounts etc. 

Currently ROAR has approximately 350 dues paying members. 

 

Ed Tyler - N4EDT 

President  

Financial Report New Logo for  ROAR 

As  many of you are aware RI has        

requested that Fellowships no longer  

have the Rotary Wheel included.  

President Ed tasked Bill VK4ZD with 

ge ng a new logo designed.  

We have also had new pins made and 

these have been sent to the VP�s in vari‐

ous areas. 

If you are a Financial Member and need a 

new pin please contact your Area VP. 

 

AGM  July 29 2021 

The Annual General Mee ng has been set for July 31, 2021, 1200Z.  
 
Please join us for the AGM at 1200Z, July 31.  
You will be afforded an opportunity to meet, greet and confirm as ROAR President, Vernon Readhead: G0EGW.  
Annual reports on the ac vi es and and health of the Fellowship will be presented.  
 
The ZOOM link for the mee ng is: h ps://us02web.zoom.us/j/7848247670 <h ps://us02web.zoom.us/j/7848247670>  
The link will be ac ve from 1100Z to allow ROAR members to check in to verify their audio and video prior to the mee ng 
start.  
 
Ed Tyler - N4EDT  
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President Vernon Readhead   

G0EGW 

IPP Ed Tyler  

N4EDT 

Secretary Phil Fleming  

N9HWO 

 

Treasurer Ingo Werk 

KK6EWB 

Magazine Editor Diane Main 

VK4DI  / AG5JI 

Webmaster  Bill Main 

VK4ZD  / KG5SDI 

USCB � East Joe Spears  

AF1E 

USCB�West Craig Bledsoe  

KL4E 

RIBI Brian Whittaker 

G3LUW 

Asia Chihiro Kawai 

JA0CBU 

Africa Max Raicha 

5Z4MR 

ANZO Philip Byrne 

VK2MCM AO 

SACAMA Gustavo De Franco 

PT2ADM 

CENAM Malcolm Campbell 

PA3AHC 
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2021-2024 Officers 


